
To The Presidential Seal of Honor 2004 from January 9, 2004
E-mail: abiinfo@abiworldwide.com 
abiinc@mindspring.com , membership@nyas.org 

American Biographical Institute
J.M.Evans
President
Dear Sir,

We are very pleasure to You for Your Proposals to Dr Valery Vasiljev. 
It is very Honour will be The Presidential Seal of Honor 2004 .
We very high value Your words: "The Board has spent a great deal of 
time reviewing details and credentials of thousands of candidates to 
receive an exciting new accolade, The Presidential Seal of Honor 2004. 
From these potential honorees, only a handfull have passed through the 
rigorous screening process. Dr. Vasiljev, you are one of the selected 
few whose biographical profile has been submitted to me personally for 
my executive approval. I am delighted to confirm and authorize your 
nomination. 
You have known our financial situation now. But we seek ways and we 
want to send the Letter to Ukrainian rich Men and Russian rich Men. We 
received answer from Chief of Donetsk Region (no money). We were 
writing about our obligation to send Certificates to Donetsk's museum 
but no money for science and culture. May be we find money when we 
written to Rich Men of Ukraine. May be ... 
We are sincere glad to successes of a world(global) economic system, 
which one could go through shocks of September 11, 2001 and which one 
prolongs today progressive development.
From the report " a World(global) economic situation and perspectives 
for 2004 ", which one is submitted(shown) by Department on economic and 
social problems of the United Nations, Conference of the United Nations 
on trade and development and regional economic commissions of the 
United Nations, that an economic situation in many countries of a 
world, in which one in the second half-year of 2003 the tags of 
resuscitation were scheduled, in 2004 keeps to be improvemented 
(meliorated). 
And we completely agree with Jose Antonio Ocampo, that the today's 
recovery of economics still depends on the low interest rates and tax 
measures, challenging growth(increase). And we also consider(count), " 
that the policies should exhibit caution in a problem of waiving of 
these challenging measures to not damage to process of resuscitation of 
economics ". However, in opinion of the writers of the report, the 
rates of world(global) economic growth(increase) in 2004 should 
compound 3,5 %. But it seems, that this digit can be much higher due to 
Your large creative activity, which one You have conducted in 2003. Due 
to You today many political figures and the chiefs of countries of 
Europe, Asia and America can learn(find out) about the Law of 
PRESERVATION of a LABOUR and about capabilities of its application. As 
display researches if to start with the Law of PRESERVATION of a LABOUR 
and to use tax privileges to branches and firms, for which one the 
profitability of a labour does not exceed 10-12 %, it will create a 
capability to supply(ensure) growth(increase) of world(global) 
economics follow-up on 1-1,5 %.

We will be very pleasure to You if You support the activity of Civil 
International Committee (We want to meet with Ambassador of USA in 
Ukraine, Mr. John Herbst; The Requests from 16.09.03 and two yet), Dr 
Ernesto Garcia, First Vice-Chairman Civil International Committee (Web-
page: www.CIC-WSC.org ) and Lucis Trust (ONG integrated in Social the 
Council and of the United Nations; Its Works are very High Level! We 
have read its Reports 1999, 2000, 2002, 2002, 2003. They are very 
interesting for us !!). 
E-mail: committee@cic-wsc.org and E-mail: vasiljev@cic-wsc.org . 

With sincere and steep respect,
Always Yours
Valery & Alexander
Vasiljev
TANAIS Reg.

Recommendations from Civil International Committee (CIC) and Azov 
Department of Academy Economical Sciences and Entrepreneurship (AD of 
AES&E) and Institute of Economical and Socio-Cultural Researchers 
(IESCR) // 122 Nahimova St., Flat 24, Mariupol, Donetsk reg., Ukraine, 
87534 and E-mail: committee@cic-wsc.org and vasiljev@cic-wsc.org . 

1. Kazachkov Evgeniush Alexandrovich, doctor of engineering science, 
professor 7, Universitetskaya St., 87534 Mariupol, Donetsk reg., 
Ukraine
He is the manager by stand of the theory of metallurgical processes 
PriAzov's of state technical University. He publishes 365 activities. 
The experience of scientific and pedagogical activity 54 years.
For all of us Kazachkov Evgeniush Alexandrovich of the present Great 
scientist. I was lucky(carried) to listen to his lectures. And I for 
ever had steep respect for this present teacher. Simply I do not know, 
why did not actuate his candidature in a list recommended from our 
public organizations earlier. Always largest values we as do not 
remark, and you see Evgeniush Alexandrovich is really most 
authoritative present scientist in metallurgy PriAzov. His deeply knows 
the subject, likes the students and returns all forces to science and 
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youth. He is brightest representative " of the Moscow landing " 
prolongs to prepare staffs for independent Ukraine and today. 

2. Gulakov Serge Vladimirovich, doctor of engineering science, professor
7, Universitetskaya St., 87534 Mariupol, Donetsk reg., Ukraine

He is the doyen of PriAzov's state technical university.
He has published 198 activities. He has the copyright certificates and 
Patents in America, Russia and Europe. Now them is included 97. The 
experience of activity 33 years.
Very fissile and interesting scientist. Many interesting minings 
executed(made) on stand of welding of PriAzo's state technical 
university are connected to his(its) name. He actively worked with the 
professor Leshinsky, which one has leaved in USA. And we hope, that the 
professor äeshinsky prolongs many researches, which one started 
together with the professor Gulakov.
The professors S.V. Gulakov has touched "zgezgelenkovshina". At once 
after protection of a doctoral thesis S.V.Gulakov offered to organize 
at PriAzov's state technical university Institute, which one would 
begin to develop the scientific directions which have been set up in 
his(its) doctoral thesis. But all has appeared is too 
difficult(complex) (not clearly why). And now S.V.Gulakov is absorbed 
by educational process. However we know his scientific potential and 
are sure, that at rendering of moral support the professor S.V.Gulakov 
much will make in engineering science. 

3. Grankin Victor Pavlovich, doctor of physical and mathematical 
sciences, professor
7, Universitetskaya St., 87534 Mariupol, Donetsk reg., Ukraine

He is the manager by stand the schedules(charts) of PriAzo's state 
technical University. He has published 184 scientific activities. He is 
the writer of seven copyright certificates. He has 28 years of the 
scientific experience of activity.
We know this capable scientific, as schoolboy of the professor Styrov, 
which one you already have included in the prestigious issuing. The 
professor Styrov is included and in issuings the American Biographic 
Institute. The American Biographic Institute has elected the professor 
Styrov " by the Person of 2003 ". But not everyone know, that the 
professor Styrov is the talented and careful teacher. The professor 
Grankin a smog to be held as the scientist only due to the professor 
Styrov, which one all years of activity in PriAzov's state technical 
university actively struggled with "zgezgelenkovshina" and defended 
science and schoolboys.
We sincerely regret, that the professor Grankin now very much impressed 
on a graphics and less to time gives of physics. However, we hope, that 
at moral support of the professor Grankin, as scientist physics, he can 
make many interesting discoveries in composite and interesting area of 
scientific search - in a solid state physics.

4. Prof. Richard Michael Gramly, PhD
Buffalo Sociaty of Natural Sciences, N.Y. USA

Prof. Richard Michael Gramly presented me his monograph The Vail Site: 
A Palaeo-Indian Encampment in Maine (Bulletin of the Buffalo Society 
of Natural Sciences, Volume 30, Buffalo, New York, 1982) when I was in 
Buffalo in 1986. His Monograph dedicated To people of the north 
country and To my family . It is Right ! It is very good book. I think 
that at moral support of the professor Richard Michael Gramly need the 
Science of USA.

Valery Vasiljev, Chairman of Civil International Committee (óIC), 
Membership of Research Board of Advisors, ABI, academician of the New 
York Academy of Sciences, member of Company of 1817 "Heritage" of the 
New York Academy of Sciences, Membership of International Biographical 
Association of BC Cambridge, Recipient of Nominal Medal as Author of 
the Law of PRESERVATION of a LABOUR and nominant of "2000 Outstanding 
Intellectuals 21 centuries ", IBC of Cambridge, doctor of commerce
Alexander Vasiljev, Vice-chairman of Civil International Committee, 
Membership of Research Board of Advisors, ABI, vice-chairman of Azov 
Department of AES&E, Chairman of Science Council of Institute of 
Economic and Social and Cultural Researchers, academician of the New 
York Academy of sciences, member of Company of 1817 "Heritage" of the 
New York Academy of Sciences, doctor of economic sciences

P.S.

J.M.Evans

Dear Sir,

Let me with all my heart TO CONGRATULATE You on successful development 
of an our CIVILIZATION. You for this purpose do so much, that only in 
one decades all activity spent by American Biographical Institute will 
be possible to appreciate.
We were sincerely glad, when have learned about activity of the 
American robot "Spirit of Mars " on a red PLANET. It is huge Success of 
all scientific and honest people on the Earth. The mankind can not 
decide any severe problem, if not will study and to master space. For 
me and for You it is apparent trues.
It is pleasant to me to realize, that a carrying on role of the People 
of USA in preservation of perspectives of intellectual(intelligent) 
GROWTH has understood and has published in the monograph " Substantive 
provisions and substantiation of the NEW APPROACH " in May -2001 in 
Warsaw (pp.96-98; 130-132; 158-179). In section 7.3 "In an advance-
guard of intellectual(intelligent) GROWTH" (pp.130-132) wrote, that " 
having refused from possession by celestial space, we shall be 
compelled to refuse... From a moral survival of mankind.." and "...To 
us would like... A category of "possession"... To supplement by a 
category of "responsibility". "The responsibility for celestial space 
" are capable today to take America and Western Europe. It is actual 
chance for all of us.
I always believed that the progressive development of our CIVILIZATION 
will not be stopped. And certainly, I sincerely am proud of successes 
of the American people, which one find forces to overcome all 
consequences of destructive effect of a satanic host and stagnation on 



the Earth. But no think, that there will be no considerable obstacles. 
They will be, also they give about itself to know each day. Therefore 
Kindly should know how itself to defend. In modern conditions this most 
important area of activity and it perceive in USA (Reference to a 
Nation of the President George Bush, January 20, 2003). I am sincerely 
asked, that the God has given You forces to keep Your Large Activity.

Always Yours
Alexander Vasiljev
TANAIS Reg.

-----Original Message-----
From: "IBC" <info@intbiogcentre.com>
To: <vasiljev2003@mail.ru>
Date: Mon, 8 Dec 2003 09:31:55 -0000
Subject: Recommendations

 
E-mail: editorial@intbiogcentre.com  
E-mail: icel@tcd.ie , cpvo@cpvo.fr , derfonia.s.l.@wanadoo.es
 
On the ORDER of DISTINCTION from 13th November 2003
Ref:OD/INV
 
NICHOLAS S. LAW
Director General
 
 
Dear Sir,
 
For me a great honor to receive from International Biographic Center of
Cambridge of the letter behind Your signature. Sorry, But my material status
has not changed. Therefore I can not make that symbolical listing, which one is
marked in the appendix to your letter. I very much would like to hope for
positive changes in maintenance of the scientists in Ukraine, but all is  very
difficult(now complex)now and not for all scientifics positive changes become a
reality. The civil International Committee prolongs preparation for formation of
intelligently - spiritual elite of the active workers of motion for a spiritual
unification. We together with the Azov Department of Academy of Economic
sciences and enterprise activity have discussed the candidatures, which one we
recommend to the experts of International Biographic Center in Cambridge for
actuation in one of their prestigious issuings.
 
THE FIRST CANDIDATURE
 
Mr  Andrushko Volodymyr, Ph.D., Associate Professor, Vice-rector Full
Address Pekarska str., 50, Lviv, 79010, Ukraine Occupation Lecturer of Lviv
National Academy of Veterinary Medicine named after S.Z.Gzhytskyj
 
Representing the candidature of the professor Andrushko Volodymyr, we outgo
from three factors. At first, it is the qualified experts having maximum state
certification of the doctor of sciences and who are carrying on teaching activity.
Secondly, he actively acts on scientific conferences in Ukraine and uses the
deserved respect of the colleagues. And third, he is recommended to us by ours
by the colleague Oleg Ogirko, in decency and moral qualities which one we are
sure and we trust his guidelines.
 
The professor Andrushko Volodymyr has made the following reports in the co-
authorship per 2003:
 
Problems of formation of confessor of the person . /materials of International
Conference " On a threshold of new era: actual models of derivation and health
", Kiev, 2003. - seconds 3-5.
 
" Spoilage - base of monogynopaedium and company ". /materials of an
international scientific workshop on genetics " Unique genesial technologies
and future of Ukraine " within the framework of an International Congress of
Monogynopaedium " Company, Child, State ", May 16-18, 2003, Kiev, 2003. -
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seconds 91-92.
 
" The God – basis (fundamentals) of formation of the person ". // Materials of
философско-doctrinal Conference " Spiritually - moral health of the person and
business ", Mariupol, 2003. -8 seconds.
 
The contribution of the Ukrainian Church to becoming the state ". // Materials
of International scientific conference " the Ukrainian state: a history and
prospects for the development ", Moscow - львов, 2003.- 12 seconds.
 
" A Role of religion in life of the person and company ". / " Science. Religion.
Company ", 4, Donetsk, 2003. - 5 seconds.
 
" Christianity in after sovetsky time "./ Materials Second All Ukraine of
Conference " Political, economic and psychologic measurements of transient
company ", Sumy, 2003. - 4 seconds.
 
THE SECOND CANDIDATURE
 
Mr. Ivanov Vycheslav Mihajlovich, professor, candidate of engineering
science, doyen of mechanical engineering faculty of PriAzov State technical
university, Full Address 87500, Mariupol, Donetsky reg., Ukraine,
 Universitetskaya 7, State University.
 
Academician of Academy engineering sciences of Ukraine, he has 87 scientific
activities and three monographies. Was in Mishkolc university with delegacy
from of PriAzov State technical university still then, when in Mishkolc there
were only three faculties, and today already in a nem seven faculties. In 1993 per
250 years. Anniversaries of the Hungarian higher education is awarded with
order for fruitful activity and cooperation between university of city Mishkolc
and by PriAzov State technical university. The experience of scientific activity 35
years. We know V.I.Ivanov, as considerable person, which one even per the
most composite days of an orgy "zgezgelenko's" in PriAzov state technical
university remained the honest teacher and considerable chief.
 
 
THE THIRD CANDIDATURE
 
Mr. Saenko Uriy Leonidovich, PhD.  
The doyen of vesper faculty of PriAzov State technical university. Full Address
87500, Mariupol, Donetsky reg., Ukraine,  Universitetskaya 7, State University.
 
He was the chief of two post-graduate students, which one have defended
candidate thesises. He has 105 scientific activities and 8 monographies. He had
to drive repeated protection of the doctoral thesis in Ukraine, proving the
loyalty "zgezgelenko's men". It not only humiliating occupation, but also
absolutely not necessary by way of scientific growth(increase). Last is connected
that the experts in a speciality Uriy Leonidovich in Ukraine no in that quantity,
which one is necessary for the qualified scientific advice. Many tests should be
maintained Uriy Leonidovich, but we hope, that the most composite times
already in past and he can effectively work in science, resting on international
support of the experts. The experience of scientific activity 19 years
 
You work on advance of science and culture in the  World and I am proud of a
capability to render to You assistance in this noble activity. We will be very
pleasure to You if You  support the activity  of Civil International Committee
(We want to meet with Ambassador of USA in Ukraine, Mr. John Herbst;
The Request from 16.0903),  Dr Ernesto Garcia, First Vice-Chairman Civil
International Committee (Web-page: www.CIC-WSC.org ) and  Lucis Trust
 Foundation (ONG integrated in Social the Council and of the United Nations).
E-mail: elgarcia23@airtel.net or committee@cic-wsc.org
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With sincere and steep respect,
Always yours
Valery  Vasiljev
Chairman of Civil International Committee (CIC)
TANAIS Reg.
 
 
 
 
 


